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Welcome
Professor Selena Gray
WENP Chair
I was delighted to be appointed as the new WENP Chair
in August, taking over from Dominic Hogg, who has
been instrumental in building WENP’s vision and strong
foundations. I would like to thank him for his commitment
and energy in sustaining and developing the partnership. Over
the next three years, I look forward to building on the great
work that has been achieved to date, and to driving forward a
compelling strategy that delivers for nature and society in the
West of England.
Investing in our natural environment bears far-reaching benefits, enhancing biodiversity,
the economy, and the health and wellbeing of people. But, we know this is a collective
challenge – it is crucial that different stakeholders work together in pursuit of sustaining,
improving and restoring our natural environment and in recognising and valuing the
importance of our natural assets. WENP has been a vital enabler, connecting organisations
to amplify shared efforts. Over the past year, WENP has collaborated with local authorities
in developing the Joint Spatial Plan, ensuring that nature is a key component of strategic
planning. Following a successful Defra bid, we have made significant developments to our
Nature, Health and Wellbeing initiative. We have also made progress on developing the
innovative Natural Capital Trust, and promoted further opportunities for landscape-scale
partnerships.
A year on, there is little clarity regarding the UK situation post-Brexit. Environmental policy
remains uncertain and there are growing concerns that environmental protections provided
under EU law may be lost. This ambivalence highlights the need – and opportunity – for
LNPs to effectively champion the natural environment, linking the regions to the national
stage. We look forward to working with the new West of England Combined Authority,
and with our existing partners going forward.
I would like to give a special thanks to Shelly Dewhurst, our former WENP manager
who left us in October to a post involving national partnership work on landscapes. Her
dedicated efforts have ensured a sound legacy and we are delighted to have appointed
our new manager, Heather Elgar. Our partners are key to WENP’s success, so particular
recognition goes to the Board and Steering Group, as well as all who work with us to drive
positive change.

In times of uncertainty, collaboration and partnerships are key. I know that there are
many individuals and organisations who are passionate and committed to supporting and
protecting nature in the West of England, and I look forward to working with existing and
new partners over the coming year.

Shelly Dewhurst
WENP Manager
As I head to pastures new, this will be the last WENP Annual
Review I write. It’s timely, as it will be five years since WENP
received official Local Nature Partnership status on 28th
September 2012, which coincidentally is my last day. There
is a lot to be proud of, and a lot has been achieved over the
past 5 years, but the challenge is still great with lots to do.
Although I write the Annual Review every year, it’s our Board,
Steering Group, working groups, partners and stakeholders
who are behind the progress indicators, developing the ideas,
running events and generally supporting the partnership. It’s
those individuals who take time out of their already packed day jobs – something that I
have been constantly astounded by since I started this role 3.5 years ago. I feel completely
comfortable to pick up the phone and call a partner, asking for a favour here, a meeting
room there, a proof read, some advice or thoughts and I feel blessed that these phone calls
are always well received.
So why are the partners so committed to this partnership? I don’t know, you would have
to ask them. All I know is that they are genuinely passionate about restoring the natural
environment across the West of England and genuinely see the value of dropping swords
and working together – the task is large and no one individual or organisation can deliver
this.
I leave the partnership in great hands. We have a new Independent Chair, Selena Gray, a
fantastic Board and many great partners working tirelessly towards WENP's ambitions. So
my final words would be, keep up the good work, continue collaborating – you’re doing a
great job!
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2016 - 2017

Calendar of headline activities
September

October

• Contributed to ‘Adaptation and Resilience’ working
group

• Held Nature, Health & Wellbeing working group

• Held WENP Board meeting

• Held WENP Steering Group

• Co-hosted conference with NHS and PHE,
including delivering a workshop

• Visited Steart Marshes to see ‘Nature Based
Solutions’ in action
• Attended a Strategic Solutions Panel
• Held Iconic Wildlife & Landscape working group

• Delivered successful event as part of Healthy City
Week 2017 entitled ‘Naturally Healthy’
• Held scoping meeting for State of Environment
‘phase II’

• Scoped out requirements for pollinator mapping
• Presented our ecosystem service mapping work at
international ecosystems conference in Belgium

January

November

• Contributed to round-table discussion on planning,
transport and the environment
• Developed a methodology for mapping green
infrastructure for the strategic development
locations as part of the Joint Spatial Plan

February

March

• Held Natural Capital Trust project team meeting

• Supported a West of England submission to the
National Infrastructure Commission

• Attended the South West Local Nature Partnership • Held workshop with stakeholders to identify
network meeting
Natural Capital Investment Opportunities, as part
of Natural Capital Trust project
• Finalised NCT Interim report and held interim

• Contribute to the ‘Adaptation and Resilience’
working group

• Represented 'nature' on a panel for the Bristol Green
Capital Partnership
• Held the Natural Capital Trust inception meeting
with Defra and project partners
• Held Steering Group meeting
• Submitted a response to the Joint Spatial Plan
consultation

• Co-hosted with Wessex Water a Strategic Leaders
Meeting

• Attended the inception meeting in Crete for EU
funded project ‘ThinkNature’

• Hosted Natural Capital Trust consultation
meetings with four Unitary Authorities

December

• Held WENP Board Meeting

• Held a Nature, Health and Wellbeing working group • Held WENP Steering Group

April
• Delivered workshop for Natural England on WENP
ecosystem service maps
• Contributed to Bristol City Council’s ‘Natural
Streets’ project to look at enhancing urban green
infrastructure

meeting with Defra
• Held a green infrastructure workshop with Unitary
Authorities
• Supported a Natural Capital Accounting workshop

May

June

July

• Visited Bicester Garden City

• Attended Natural Streets meeting

• Held WENP Board meeting

• Spoke at Landscape Institute South West
Conference about strategic Green infrastructure

• Held Steering Group meeting

• Did further research on how the Natural Capital
Trust would function in practice

• Attended Natural Street Meeting

• Held web conference with Catchment
Partnerships about South West Mapping proposal

• Recruited new Chair

• Delivered the WENP Conference

August
• Held inception meeting for cultural ecosystem
service mapping work
• Met with consultants to undertake environmental
data review
• Presented final Natural Capital Trust report and
held final project meeting

• Held Nature, Health & Wellbeing working group
• Held first ‘Lawton Group’ meeting
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The West of England Nature Partnership
The West of England Nature Partnership is one of 48 Local Nature Partnerships
established by Defra to take a strategic overview of the local natural environment.
We bring together partners to secure positive outcomes for the natural environment
that will benefit nature, people and the economy.
Covering the former county of Avon, the West of England Nature
Partnership includes the four Unitary Authority boundaries
of Bath and North East Somerset, Bristol, North Somerset
and South Gloucestershire.

THE WEST OF ENGLAND

Our Vision

Our year in numbers
2016 - 2017

“To create and coordinate
a plan for the restoration of
the natural environment within
the West of England region
and integrate that plan into
strategies for spatial planning,
economic development and
public health”

Partnership meetings

34

Organisations actively
engaged through our
working groups

New projects initiated

5

19

4

Workshops held

Attendees at
the Annual
Conference

110
5

What we do...
The WENP exists to create and coordinate an Investment Strategy
for natural environment within the West of England region. We work
collaboratively to embed the value of nature into strategies for economic
development, public health and spatial planning.
The partnership brings together key stakeholders dedicated to improving
the natural environment. Our aims and objectives, set out in the
Prospectus, are delivered through a number of multi-disciplinary working
groups that deliver tangible outcomes outlined in our work programme.

1. Restoring Nature
• Landscape-scale
conservation- The Lawton
Group
• State of Environment
Assessment
• Bristol Avon Catchment
• Severnside Wetland NIA
• Local Wildlife Sites

3. Health & Wellbeing
• NHS & PHE
conference
• A Guide to Health &
Nature
• Green Impact Toolkit
• Practitioner network
mapping- accessibility
to green space

2. Spatial Planning
• Green Infrastructure
Joint Spatial Plan
• Natural Capital Trust
• Planning for Nature
• Green Infrastructure
Benchmark

5. Delivering
Outcomes
4. Economic
Development
• Natural Capital Trust
• Natural Environment
Investment Strategy

WENP Work Programme

The WENP work programme sets out
our strategic aims and outcomes, and
how the partnership will deliver them.
Broadly, the partnership delivers
outcomes through 5 thematic areas:
1. Restoring Nature
2. Spatial Planning
3. Health & Wellbeing
4. Economic developing
5. Delivering outcomes

For more information
about WENP's
vision, download our
Prospectus at
wenp.org.uk/resources

Download the most current work
programme at:
wenp.org.uk/resources
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Aim 1: Restoring Nature
Local Nature Partnerships were established to embed the value of nature
into decision making by taking a more integrated, strategic and landscapescale approach to how the natural environment is managed.
A broad range of organisations have been engaged through our
Iconic Wildlife & Landscape working group, to help build cross-sector
partnerships. By working at a landscape-scale, we seek to identify and
apply creative and innovative solutions that will result in net gains for
wildlife, people and the economy, and to ensure Lawton’s Principles of
‘Bigger, Better and More Joined up’ can be realised.

AIM 1: IDENTIFY AND
PRIORITISE THE NEEDS FOR
THE RESTORATION OF THE
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
IN THE WEST OF ENGLAND,
STRENGTHENING AND
SECURING NATURE AT A
LANDSCAPE -SCALE.

PROGRESS
INDICATORS
•

proposal for the 7 other
LNPs in the South West to
undertake a joint ecosystem

STATE OF THE ENVIRONMENT

In mid-2016 we launched the first
phase of our State of Environment •
work. We produced a series of
maps illustrating existing locations
and opportunities for ecological
networks (grassland, woodland and •
wetland), and water quality and
quantity regulation.

BATHSCAPES

Bathscape Landscape Partnership Scheme aims to reconnect people
and communities with the City of Bath World Heritage Site’s landscape
setting, benefiting people, communities and heritage. Awarded a
Heritage Lottery Fund grant in 2016, Bathscape will deliver a range of
activities and events that will encourage greater public use, enjoyment
and appreciation of its heritage. The current development phase is
engaging stakeholders to plan a 5 year delivery programme for 2018Download the summary report and
2023.
accompanying materials at:
wenp.org.uk/ecosystems

Developed and shared a

•

service assessment
Scoped out what could
be included State of
Environment phase II
Supported the development
of a Green Infrastructure
Strategy
Identified need and
developed a tender for an
independent consultant to
review the environmental
data landscape
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Aim 2: Strategic Planning
Ensuring the natural environment is a key consideration for spatial
planning forms a key part of our vision. The WENP aims to influence
constructively the debate around spatial planning issues to ensure a
truly sustainable pattern of development becomes fully integrated into
policy formation, decision making and delivery.
Like many areas in the UK, the West of England has a requirement to
provide additional houses and continue to invest in new and existing
economic areas. We work closely with local planning authorities to
ensure the natural environment is a key consideration when making
decisions about how this growth is delivered.

AIM 2: Through high level
engagement with decision
makers and strategic
planners, ensure our
outstanding natural
environment is at the
heart of regional planning
decisions and recognised as a
key asset of the region.

PROGRESS
INDICATORS
•

Supported the development
of a green infrastructure
strategy to underpin the
Joint Spatial Plan

•

Developed a methodology
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The four Unitary Authorities are working together to develop a Joint Spatial Plan, which will determine
the amount and distribution of growth across the region from 2016 - 2036. WENP have been working with
the planning authorities to ensure the environment is duly considered in some of these decisions, not least
through our ecosystem service maps which have been used as crucial environmental evidence.
The WENP have responded to the Issues & Options paper and will continue to constructively and actively
help inform the next phases of the plan.
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April 2017

•

Contributed to environment
roundtable discussion and
Strategic Solutions Panel on
options for environment as
part of the JSP
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Aim 3: Economic Development
We believe that nature is completely fundamental for our economic
prosperity and societal wellbeing. Investing in a healthy natural
environment is essential in maintaining a successful modern economy and
reducing future risks such as climate change and resource security.
Natural Capital accounting would ensure that nature and the goods and
services it provides are considered in decision making, to address the
long-term depreciation of natural capital. In order to do this, we believe a
more innovative approach is required that values nature in a fundamentally
different way.

AIM 3: SECURE INVESTMENT
TO DRIVE POSITIVE
OUTCOMES FOR THE
RESTORATION OF THE
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT,
RECOGNISING THAT NATURE
UNDERPINS OUR ECONOMY
AND SOCIETAL WELLBEING.

PROGRESS
INDICATORS

• Attracted funding to further
develop our concept of a
Natural Capital Trust
• Undertook a partner-led
project to further develop
the concept and how it
would work in practice
• Produced a detailed report
outlining the payment
mechanisms for how the
trust might operate

The Natural Capital Trust
WENP has been working with partners to develop the Natural
Capital Trust. The aim of the Trust is to better link the economy
and environment in a innovative way by facilitating new markets
around natural capital.
The Trust will offer an administratively simpler and more strategic
approach to environmental mitigation, to compensate for the loss
of ecosystem service provision arising from development. The
ambition is that the Trust could reinvest funds strategically into
natural capital enhancement and gain across the region.
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Aim 4: Nature, Health and Wellbeing
Our Nature, Health and Wellbeing group, now in its third year, continues
to advocate the important links between the natural environment and
health & wellbeing.
The group is comprised of a mixture of health and environment
practitioners and have met in a variety of settings to gain a better
understanding of how local projects are delivering good practice. The
group is exploring how health and nature partners can work together
more effectively and demonstrate the benefits the natural environment.

AIM 4: FACILITATE GREATER
AWARENESS OF THE
BENEFITS THE NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT PROVIDES
TO OUR HEALTH &
WELLBEING TO ALL LEVELS
OF SOCIETY.

PROGRESS
INDICATORS
• Held 4 multi-disciplinary
working group meetings
• Co-hosted a highly
successful conference
with PHE and NHS about
the value of the natural
environment
• Held a flagship event and
panel discussion as part of
Healthy City Week
• Successfully attracted
funding to map ‘cultural

CULTURAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICE MAPPING
In April 2017 WENP successfully attracted funding from DEFRA to
map ‘cultural ecosystem services’, specifically addressing public
access to green space and the consequent benefits this can have
upon health and wellbeing. We are working closely with numerous
individuals representing both the environmental and health
sectors.

ecosystem services’,
specifically around access to
green space
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Aim 5: Delivering outcomes

Speakers Dominic Hogg, Gary Grant, Ian Dickie and Dominic Mellon

AIM 5: FACILITATE THE
RESTORATION OF THE NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT THROUGH
EFFECTIVE MULTI-SECTOR
WORKING. ACTIVELY PROMOTE
AND COMMUNICATE THE VALUE
OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
TO ALL STAKEHOLDERS.

PROGRESS
INDICATORS
• Represented the West of
England at numerous events
around the UK and in Europe
• Hosted 110 attendees at our

Our Annual Conference was delivered in June 2017 at the Guildhall,
Bath. This year’s theme was What can nature do for us? Nature for a
healthy, happy and prosperous West of England.

2017 Annual Conference
• Almost 10,000 visits to our
website over the past year

The audience heard from a wide range of speakers and experts
discussing themes including urban green infrastructure, the importance
of connecting health and nature, environmental economics and natural
capital accounting.
A delegate asks questions at the Health
Conference
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Our partners
The West of England Nature Partnership would like to thanks the following organisations for their support over this past year and
look forward to continuing and strengthening the partnership over the coming years.

West of England Nature Partnership
32 Jacobs Wells Road, Bristol, BS8 1DR
www.wenp.org.uk
info@wenp.org.uk
@WoENP
0117 980 0392
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